WEST COAST FISHING CLUB PANAMA
West Coast Fishing Club Panama has been in operation since May 2011. We are based
in the Pearl Islands off of Isla Del Rey. The Perlas are incredibly beautiful, pristine and
uninhabited. The waters are clear and the fisheries world class. We fish out of a 163
foot luxury mothership anchored 100 yards from a rainforest. We are only 60 miles from
Panama City, a vibrant metropolis with a sky line and nightlife that rival Miami. Getting
to Panama City is easy—we’ll even book your plane ticket. Once here, our clients are
greeted at the airport and looked after every step of the way. If the fishing wasn’t so good
in the Perlas, some of them might stay in Panama City for a week.

Elliott Stark
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In a year and a half, WCFC clients have caught black marlin to 800 pounds, blues to 650,
dorado to 65, yellowfin bigger than 300, roosterfish to 90 pounds, and 70 plus pound
cubera snapper. The Gulf of Panama is a bucket list fishery and we make it accessible.
The fish here are bigger than other places and there are more of them.

Yellowfin tuna raising chaos on a bait ball is a spectacle to see. We see it quite a bit. Multiple 50 pound dorado holding on
the same floating tree? Dorado big enough to swallow five pound marlin baits? That happens here quite a bit too. A good
blue marlin is 450. We catch them consistently on the edge and around travelling tuna schools. If you are after black marlin,
your options are 20 hours on a plane or coming to Panama. The only thing more impressive than a big black eating a live
bait, is when it comes up on a teaser. We catch lots of them. Oh, and there are granders here. In some places a 50 pound
roosterfish makes the newspaper. In a half day inshore fishing in September 2012, one of our boats caught roosters of
80, 65, 50, 45, and 35 (we have pictures to prove this). There are cubera snapper here the size of refrigerators. We throw
poppers on 80 pound braid. Some of the snapper that explode on them cannot be stopped.
The fishing in the Pearl Islands is great. The chefs on the ship make things that are most often seen in magazines. We’ve got
as much premium liquor on board as a marlin tournament in Puerto Rico. We fish offshore on 40 foot Gamefisherman and
inshore on walk-around 37’ Strikes. We operate a luxury mothership and it is wild here. We are open for business—catching
fish and having fun.
Is this ad marketing talk to sell trips? We will sell trips because of this ad, but that’s aside from the point. Like most things,
the best context for the fishing experience is often personal. What do I think about the fishing in Panama? In April, when the
chance to come down to WCFC in Panama arose, I put all my stuff in storage in the states. I even sold my truck.
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Come fishing with us. It is really incredible.

Giant Black Marlin

World Class Roosters

Monster Cubera Snapper

For more information, or to book the Panamanian fishing expedition of a lifetime, call us at 1.888.432.6666 		

163’ Mothership

or visit westcoastfishingclub.com/panama

Deluxe Accommodations

/westcoastfishingclub

40’ Gamefisherman

